
The programs in River Deep Alliance all focus on healing and support from physical, 
psychological or emotional injuries and trauma sustained during military or civilian life. 
This is accomplished through activities and services that enable an individual to re-
acclimate and re-engage in life. A positive outlook is crucial in the healing process and 
these activities and services have proven effective for improving outlook and day-to-
day quality of life.

www.riverdeepalliance.org 
Bob Adwar bob@scihop.org

Over the past weekend, we had a large turnout to shoot some clays and help support River Deep

Alliance in continuing our mission of helping wounded Vets and individuals with disabilities. We have

groups from Denver SCI, BOAC, Sables and many local businesses and individuals. The weather was

perfect. We started with a light breakfast, registration, and a safety talk. Then the group headed down to

the sporting clay course. Even though we are keeping score, its all about having a good time with friends

and supporitng a great cause. 

 

We wrapped up at noon and went back to the lodge for lunch. We had prizes, a silent auction, and a talk

from River Deep, Craig Hospital, Operation TBI Freedom, and. Ft. Carson WTB about why the outings

are helpful to the participants. We have had a fun and successful day. A big thanks to all the volunteers,

organizations, and individuals who made it a success as well as all the staff at the Kiowa Creek Sporting

Club for their support.    

 

Bob Adwar

River Deep, President

SCI HOP, VP/Humanitarian Chairman

June 1, 2019 
Location: Kiowa Creek Sporting Club, Bennett, Colorado

Hosted By: River Deep Alliance and SCI HOP 
Participants: Craig Hospital, Operation TBI Freedom and Ft. Carson WTB

Group outings are funded, planned and organized by River Deep with 
assistance from the SCI Humanitarian Outreach Program (SCI HOP) 
who handles much of the logistics.

River Deep Alliance Outing Report
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